DuraTPE® Series Instruction Manual
Coil Spring Buffer/Booster

Instructions for Installation of Coil Spring Buffer “Bumper”

These instructions are part of an Installation manual that is under Copyright Protection by RubberShox (Do not Copy)

Note: This product gives added support for automotive coil springs to prevent sagging. It also provides a stiffer/stable suspension
that absorbs and dissipates the shock from potholes and rough roads. This product reduces stress on the suspension and tires
which enhances the car’s operational life span.

Preparation
1.

2.

Fig. 1

3.
4.
5.

For front-installation, make sure vehicle is on a hard (concrete) surface and apply
the parking brake. Place blocks under rear wheels to prevent the vehicle from rolling.
Check your vehicle owner’s manual for the proper contact points then jack up
each tire to its recommended servicing height. For a safe installation, position jack
stands under the contact points for each wheel to properly distribute the weight.
Once each tire is properly elevated, the coil spring is relaxed at full extension. It is
recommended that you remove the wheel for easier installation.
Using a damp cloth, clean away all debris on your coil spring before installing this
product. (specially in center 3-4 coils)
Measure the spring spacing between the coils to determine which product size
(A+ .. F) should be selected (See Fig 1, “D” for measuring points), please measure
center 2-3 spring distance, so to get average of the spacing distance.

Choose the Right Size for Your Coil Spring (ref. to Fig 1 & 2)
•
•
Fig. 2

•
•
•

Fig. 3

Installation
•

1.
Fig. 4

Tip1: choose product H1 = D (or close) (D: Vehicle Lifted Up)
Tip2: if measurement H1 is larger than D, inserting into coil spring may be too
difficult.
Tip3: if measurement H1 is smaller than D, inserting is much easier but the
buffer’s support is diminished.
Idea case: H2 = D to provide max. support (but may be hard to insert into coil
spring)
Suggestion: Choose buffer size D > H2 but D <H1. If D closer to H2 there will
be more lift and support.

2.

Installation Tip:
A. If D very close to H2, you can cut the inside ring of the buffer to make
installation easy (Fig 3).
B. If the buffer you choose is too long and overlap on the coil spring, please
cut it to align top and bottom (Fig 4).

After determining the product size, Completely Spray WD-40 onto both the inside/outside Buffer Grooves and Coil Spring (this lubrication will make the insertion smoother).
Start from the widest spacing on your coil spring to begin fitting on the buffer, by
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seating one side product groove INTO coil spring first, then section by section push to fit the
sliding into coil spring.
3. Continue using WD40 to keep the spacing between the coil spring and the buffer groove well
lubricated.
4. Once both the spring and buffer are well seated, begin pushing/sliding/twisting the product
to the tightest position to maximize the highest buffering support (keep lubricated with WD40
again if needed.)
5. For added support, zip ties the buffer to the coil spring. (This won’t be necessary if the fit is
snug.)
6. Release the Jack (Stand), and return the tire to the ground. There should be around 0.5” ~
1.5” lift, depend on spring type once it is bearing the car’s weight.
Spray WD40 on both Vehicle Coil
7. To maximize coil spring support, insert 2 buffers of matching size onto one coil spring (if spring
Springs and Buffer Groove for Easier
length allows).
Installation
8. A test drive is suggested after installation. The ride should feel a little stiffer. Drive Safe.
9. This product is primarily used to support the Coil Spring and prevent sagging. It provides a
stiffer/stable suspension to absorb and dissipate the shock from potholes and bad roads while
reducing stress on the suspension and tires thus enhancing the car’s operational life span.
10. If you require a higher ground clearance, ref. to Model: RBxx-xx-xx/ARBxx-xx-xx, Rubber Block Coil Spring Booster that may be
inserted onto the top/bottom of the Coil Spring.

Suggest Tool List
Floor Jack x 1, Jack Stands x 2 , Wheel Block x 2, WD-40

Parts List
EliteBuffer (AdvanSprings ) x 2 ( a Pair)

FAQ
Q. Do these come in Pairs?
A. Yes, each purchase includes a pair of buffers.
Q. Will this work my Hyundai Tucson 2009? or 2005 Chevy Equinox or 1999 Ranger? or 2010 Corolla? 2001 F150 ……?
1. This product is designed for automotive coil springs, so match the coil specs with the correct buffer size of coil spring you have.
2. Lift your car and check the gap between spring coils (see pg. 1, Fig. 1) to get the proper measurement (ex. 65mm, then order size B+)
3. Order the appropriate buffer size in accordance with the approximate measurement between the coils as illustrated.
Q. How much lift will these spacers provide after installation?
A. Around 0.5”-1.5”, depending on the buffer size and your coil spring.
Q. Will it affect wheel alignment?
A. No, it does not affect wheel alignment. This is just a coil spring accessory to boost driving performance.
Q. Is this set for all four tires?
A. This product comes in pairs. Typically, front and rear springs are different sizes, so you will need to buy 2 pairs based on your spring
size measurements. *Please refer to the “choose the right size” table on page 1
Q. How can I check the coil spring dimensions to see which buffer will fit my car?
A. Refer to the dimension/sizing table on page 1.
Q. Will there be a squealing sound when you drive after installation?
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A. No, it should not. Please apply enough WD40 to lubricate between the buffer and your vehicle spring.
Q. In regards to the elasticity, pliability, or “rubberiness” of the material, can you confirm if this tpu (thermoplastic polyurethane)? If not, what material is it and why would it be better?
A. AdvaSprings DuraTPE™ products are made of TPE (Thermoplastic elastomer) copolymers also known as thermoplastic rubber. The
DuraTPE™ brand is self-explanatory as it is durable thermoplastic rubber that not only provides a flexible cushion with enhanced vehicle
suspension but will also outlast TPU materials.
Thermoplasic rubbers will maintain its form and tension well after TPUs degrade and lose their integrity. The DuraTPE™ is specially
formulated to add years to your vehicle suspension by extending the life of automotive coil springs and giving a smoother driving experience.
Q. Why choose duratpe™ & rubbershox™ over microcellular polymer ?
A. The Durability of EliteBuffer™ DuraTPE™ Natural Rubber
Why you will benefit from choosing natural thermoplastic rubber, a greener, healthier and equally durable, natural option over microcellular polymer coil spring buffers and bumpers
The DuraTPE™ natural thermoplastic rubber buffer and bumper accessories enhance vehicle suspension while extending the operational lifespan of Automotive coil springs. Elite Buffer™ provides a 3-piece solution that encases and fills coil spacings for maximum
support. It also diminishes loss of spring tension under the vehicle’s gross weight. All this results in reinforcing vehicle suspension for a
smoother ride; enhances handling, especially when cornering and even helps reduce uneven tire wear and tear, also known as “cupping”
which is often caused by poor spring suspension.
A natural solution vs. harmful synthetics
Similar coil-spring buffers and bumpers from other brands may be made of microcellular urethane foams. These often include Isocyanates that are harmful to skin, eye and respiratory system through physical contact and inhalation. Additionally, there are urethanes that
not only irritate the nose and throat when inhaled but can also cause nausea, dizziness, light-headedness and fainting. When ordering
this product, it is best to check the material data sheet for possible short- and long-term health risks.
The DuraTPE™ Rubber Coil Spring buffers and boosters by EliteBuffer™ are of Natural Rubber construction. They are specially formulated to a Shore Durometer rating of 70A which is stronger than tire tread rubber. This is required to withstand the high levels of compression and tensile strength for extended vehicular use. While the round buffers encircle coil springs, the DuraShock™ boosters provide
added support from within the coil spacings themselves. DuraTPE™ is made of natural rubber so it is non-toxic. There are no health risks
that will result from short or long term exposure as it has no toxicological properties. With temperature tolerances ranging from -40°F to
194°F, DuraTPE™ products are made for extreme conditions and hazardous polymerization does not occur should this product somehow be heated well beyond tolerance.
Natural Rubber is Biodegradable
In addition to providing a durable product, EliteBuffer™ also practices good stewardship in selecting the materials from which its products
are made. Although the DuraTPE™ has an operational lifespan, durability and tensile strength to match that of microcellular urethane
foams, it will biodegrade when discarded. The synthetic qualities of urethanes prevent this natural process making it more costly and difficult to dispose of.
Q. Hi elitebuffer customer service, I am performing an installation on a small suv and I am kind of confused with the size selection
A. See “Size choosing” page on www.elitebuffer.com
Q. How will I know what is the right size buffer that will fit my car?
A. Per the diagram, when the coil spring spacing (D) matches the exact the inner height of the
buffer (H2), you will get the maximum support for your coil springs. However, the fit could be
so snug that the installation may be very difficult unless you trim the inner loop of the buffer. If
you do it this way, your suspension may feel so stiff that you can feel every bump in the road.
It will enhance the lift in your car’s suspension which will provide greater control on curvy
roads.
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Here is another option: If you select a buffer where the spacing (D) is equal to or larger than the outside measurement of the buffer (H1),
the installation will go a lot easier but at the cost of providing less lift and support from the buffer.
For most drivers, these 2-concepts should be kept in mind.
The space between spring coils(D) should be larger than (H2) - the(inner buffer height and smaller than (H1) – the buffer’s outside
height.
Select the buffer (H2) size that is closest to (D) and it will get more performance. Select an (H1) size that is close to (D) and it will provide
a more comfortable ride.
*Select either way depends on what will suit you with the best balance between comfort and performance.
Q. Why don’t I feel anything different after installing my buffers?
A. Even if you don’t really feel anything different does not mean the buffer is not working as designed by giving proper vehicular support. Under most driving conditions, you will not feel that much difference unless you select a tighter buffer to spring coil spacing fit as
explained in the previous QA. With a tighter fit, the car suspension will feel very stiff regardless of the road conditions. The positive side
to the greater stiffness is that turns are more manageable and there will be a faster rebound over bumps. For the more common, looserfit installation, the road conditions will be absorbed more by your vehicles shocks and coil springs. You will feel the difference only when
driving over bumps or curvy roads. Under these conditions, the added control will be felt more noticeably on your Car, truck, SUV or van.

Dimensions Table
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DuraTPE® Series Application Images

2017 Mazda CX-5 Touring 2WD
Size : A (Front) , B+ (Rear)
Ground Lifting Height : 1.25”

2017 Subaru Crosstrek
Size : A (Front) , D (Rear)
Ground Lifting Height : 1”

2019 Honda CRV
Size : A+ (Front) , B (Rear)
Ground Lifting Height : 1.2”

2005 Lexus RX330
Size : A+ (Front) , A (Rear)
Ground Lifting Height : up to 1” (2.54cm)

2018 Mitsubishi Outlander
Size : A (Front) , D & E (Rear)
Ground Lifting Height : Up ~1.5”

2001 Lexus RX300
Size : A (Front) , C (Rear)
Ground Lifting Height : 1.2”
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2020 Volvo XC40
Size : A (Front) , B (Rear)
Ground Lifting Height : Up ~1.5”

2016 MINI Cooper
Size : A + (Front) , C (Rear)

2015 Honda Fit
Size : B+ (Front) , B+ (Rear)
Ground Lifting Height : 1”

2013 Honda Civic
Size : C (Front) , D (Rear)
Ground Lifting Height : 0.7”

2019 Honda HR-V LX
Size : A (Front) , B+ (Rear)
Ground Lifting Height : 1.2”

2012 Toyota Sienna Limited
Size : A (Front) , B+ (Rear)
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